Less-Gassy Cows Could Soon Be on Farms
by Olivia Wannan
Dec. 22, 2014 - Gassy cows, sheep and deer could be far more pleasant to be around in coming years - especially for the environment.  After more than a decade of work, scientists now have a handful of promising solutions to reduce farm animal emissions - but they won't reach the farm gate until at least 2016.
Agriculture contributes almost half of the rising amounts of greenhouse gas (GHG) New Zealand pumps into the atmosphere, almost all from cow, sheep and deer stomach juices.  It's a problem government and industry-funded researchers have been trying to tackle since 2002.
Pastoral Greenhouse Gas Research Consortium manager Mark Aspin said, in theory, cows and sheep could be created that belch out no GHGs.  But in reality, he believes the recently released research coming out of his group would be more likely to halve levels.
That's good news for farmers as well as the environment.  "If we could remove that [GHG] waste, then that energy is available to go into [animal] growth."
Methane, one of the gases most likely to cause climate change, is produced by bacteria in the stomachs of ruminants, from cows to giraffes.  These microbes are not involved in breaking down food for the animals - so an arsenal of weapons can be thrown at them, without harming the animals.
One of the most promising was a vaccine that, at least in a petri dish, made the animal's body recognize these microbes as a threat and launch its own immune defense, Aspin said.  "We should be targeting a vaccine to have a 20% impact [on methane production].  It's probably about 4 or 5 years [away]."
Another, which farmers could use now, was to ensure animals ate as many brassica crops as possible - including kale, turnips, rape and swedes - which reduces methane belching by up to 1/4.
Specially bred rams less inclined to burp out methane would be offered to farmers in 2016, followed by bulls about 3 years later.  By 2020, foods with specific ingredients to reduce methane could become available, Aspin said.
While not as great a problem as methane, farms gave off another GHG, nitrous oxide, also known as laughing gas - which another research arm was tackling.
The team was seeking natural grasses that grew just as well, but didn't wind up with as much gas, researcher Cecile De Klein said.  "[We're] also looking at manipulating the feed of the animal."  Once proven, such methods could be easily adopted, she said.
Since 2010, the government had invested $17 million to dampen down farm methane, nitrous oxide and carbon gas releases.
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